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Many introns significantly increase gene expression through a process termed intron-
mediated enhancement (IME). Introns exist in the transcribed DNA and the nascent RNA,
and could affect expression from either location. To determine which is more relevant to
IME, hybrid introns were constructed that contain sequences from stimulating Arabidopsis
thaliana introns either in their normal orientation or as the reverse complement. Both ends
of each intron are from the non-stimulatory COR15a intron in their normal orientation to
allow splicing. The inversions create major alterations to the sequence of the transcribed
RNA with relatively minor changes to the DNA structure. Introns containing portions of
either the UBQ10 or ATPK1 intron increased expression to a similar degree regardless of
orientation. Also, computational predictions of IME improve when both intron strands are
considered.These findings are more consistent with models of IME that act at the level of
DNA rather than RNA.
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INTRODUCTION
Many introns are important regulators of gene expression (Fiume
et al., 2004; Curi et al., 2005; Rose, 2008; Weise et al., 2008).
Removing the introns from a gene often significantly reduces its
expression, while the expression of an intronless reporter such
as a bacterial gene can be increased substantially by adding an
intron (Callis et al., 1987). The difference in expression between
an intron-containing and intronless version of the same gene can
be 10-fold or more, depending on the intron, and is visible at
the level of mRNA accumulation (Rose and Last, 1997; Lu and
Cullen, 2003; Nott et al., 2003). The increase in expression caused
by introns has been termed intron-mediated enhancement (IME;
Mascarenhas et al., 1990) to distinguish it from the effects of more
familiar regulatory elements such as enhancers or promoters. IME
may reflect a fundamental feature of eukaryotic gene expression
because it has been observed in diverse phyla including plants
(Vasil et al., 1989), mammals (Palmiter et al., 1991), insects (Zieler
and Huynh, 2002), fungi (Lugones et al., 1999), and nematodes
(Okkema et al., 1993). Many introns have no discernable effect
on expression (Rose, 2002), and even though introns that do
stimulate expression could do so in a variety of ways, the char-
acteristics shared by a majority of the introns studied in a number
of organisms suggest a common mechanism. The results from
experiments in plants described below are consistent with what
has been observed in mammals and yeast (Furger et al., 2002; Nott
et al., 2003).

The differences between introns and classical transcriptional
enhancer elements clearly demonstrate that they must stimulate
expression by different mechanisms. While enhancers can elevate
expression from upstream or downstream locations that can be
considerable distances from the gene (Williamson et al., 2011),
most plant introns are only able to affect expression when within

transcribed sequences and near the 5′ end of a gene (Callis et al.,
1987; Mascarenhas et al., 1990; Clancy et al., 1994; Rose, 2004).
A second difference between enhancers and introns is that the
boundaries of an enhancer can be defined by deletions (Twell et al.,
1991; Itzhaki et al., 1994), indicating the involvement of discrete
sequences. In contrast, deletion analysis has been largely unsuc-
cessful in locating the sequences required for IME because the
signals are dispersed throughout stimulatory introns and have an
additive effect (Rose et al., 2008). A third indication that introns are
unlike transcriptional enhancers is that introns generate at most a
small increase in the signal in nuclear run-on transcription assays
that is insufficient to account for the large change in mRNA abun-
dance they cause (Dean et al., 1989; Rose and Last, 1997; Rose and
Beliakoff, 2000). It remains unclear how introns can elevate the
steady-state level of mRNA without synthesizing it more quickly,
as introns apparently do not increase mRNA stability either (Reth-
meier et al., 1997). Introns that contain enhancer elements or
promoters have been described (Deyholos and Sieburth, 2000;
Vitale et al., 2003; Morello et al., 2006) but these appear less com-
mon in plants than they are in Drosophila and mammals (Meredith
and Storti, 1993; Hess et al., 2007; Visel et al., 2009).

While the above observations illustrate that introns are opera-
tionally different than enhancers, the mechanism of IME remains
obscure. The need for introns to be in transcribed sequences
near the start of a gene suggests that introns may act during
transcription to stimulate elongation, rendering the transcription
machinery more likely to traverse the entire gene so that 3′ end
processing can generate a stable transcript. Introns could poten-
tially affect the activity of factors known to regulate transcriptional
elongation such as the elongator complex (Svejstrup, 2007; Nelis-
sen et al., 2010), FACT (Orphanides et al., 1999), PAF1c (Nagaike
et al., 2011), NELF, or DSIF (Wu et al., 2003). The activity of RNA
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polymerase II could be affected by introns in two ways; either in
the form of the DNA that is being transcribed, or as the newly
made RNA prior to, or during, splicing. Passage of the transcrip-
tion machinery over DNA and the emergence of the corresponding
RNA sequence occur virtually simultaneously, and the two nucleic
acids are initially in close proximity to each other and both contact
the polymerase. In addition, many of the enzymes that catalyze the
different reactions involved in gene expression interact physically
and can influence each other directly and indirectly, creating com-
plicated interconnections that affect the final amount of product
made (Pandit et al., 2008; Moore and Proudfoot, 2009; Dahan
et al., 2011). Therefore, a direct biochemical analysis of the roles
of introns in gene expression will likely prove challenging. How-
ever, it is possible to use indirect tests to assess the level at which
IME operates.

One such indirect approach pertinent to IME is to ask if
introns must be spliced in order to affect expression. Evidence
for the involvement of the splicing machinery would support an
RNA-based model of IME. Changes to the RNA that occur after
transcription may be irrelevant if the stimulation takes place at
the DNA level. This is an oversimplification because the physical
interactions between the transcription and splicing machineries
provide a way for these processes to be coupled and thus affect
each other (Alexander et al., 2010; Niu and Yang, 2011). An addi-
tional complication is that the intron sequences that are retained
in the RNA when splicing is prevented are likely to contain start
and stop codons; these can interfere with translation and thereby
have secondary effects on mRNA abundance (Harel-Sharvit et al.,
2010). An ATG in a retained intron 5′ of the start codon of the
reporter gene could interfere with expression due to the inhibitory
effects of short upstream open reading frames, cause translation
to initiate in the wrong reading frame, or add extraneous amino
acids to the reporter enzyme.

Three studies in which these difficulties were avoided by alter-
ing intron sequences to preserve the reading frame of the adjacent
exons came to different conclusions about the need for splicing.
Point mutations of essential nucleotides at the 5′ splice site reduce
the ability of a derivative of the maize Sh1 intron to boost mRNA
accumulation from 45- to 2.8-fold (Clancy and Hannah, 2002),
indicating that splicing is necessary for IME. Similarly, modifica-
tions of the leader intron of the Arabidopsis AtMHX gene that
eliminate splicing cause the stimulatory effect of that intron to
drop from 270- to 5-fold (Akua et al., 2010). In contrast, the Ara-
bidopsis TRP1 first intron, which normally elevates mRNA accu-
mulation fourfold, still boosts expression 2.6- to 4.5-fold when
splicing is prevented in several ways, suggesting that splicing is not
required for IME (Rose and Beliakoff, 2000; Rose, 2002). These
divergent conclusions may be due to the widely different stimulat-
ing abilities of the starting introns; the unspliceable derivatives of
each intron increase expression 2.6- to 5-fold, a drastic decline that
suggests the need for splicing only for the more strongly enhancing
introns. Splicing is clearly not sufficient for IME because several
efficiently spliced introns have no effect on expression levels (Rose,
2002).

A second indirect way to differentiate between DNA and RNA-
based models of IME is to test the effects of inverting the ori-
entation of the intron. A reversed intron will produce a very

different RNA sequence but many features of the double-stranded
DNA (such as secondary structure, protein binding sites, ease of
strand separation, etc.) will remain unchanged. Several groups
have reported that introns fail to increase expression when their
orientation is reversed (Callis et al., 1987; Mascarenhas et al., 1990;
Clancy et al., 1994; Jeong et al., 2006). However, introns only boost
gene expression from within transcribed sequences, but reversed
introns in transcribed sequences cannot be spliced due to the loss
of essential sequences at both the 5′ and 3′ splice sites (GT. . .AG
becomes CT. . .AC). Therefore, inverting an entire intron prevents
splicing, and the retained sequences can inhibit translation and
have secondary effects on mRNA abundance as just described,
thereby negating any positive effect of the intron.

Here we report the construction of reversed intron sequences
that do not interfere with splicing in Arabidopsis. All intron struc-
tures known to be required for splicing, including the conserved
sequences at the branch point and 5′ and 3′ splice sites, are located
near the ends of introns, as demonstrated by the efficient splic-
ing of introns in which large regions are deleted from the interior
(Luehrsen and Walbot, 1994). Previously we showed that hybrid
introns composed of sequences from the middle of a stimulatory
intron between both ends of a non-stimulatory intron are effi-
ciently spliced and elevate expression (Rose et al., 2008). Therefore
we constructed additional hybrids in which the non-stimulating
intron ends were preserved in their normal orientation, while
sequences from either of two stimulating introns were inserted
between them in either their natural orientation or as the reverse
complement. For both pairs of hybrid introns, enhancement was
similar regardless of the orientation of the stimulating sequences.
A computational analysis also supports the idea that the signals
involved in IME are found on both strands of intronic DNA.
These results show that the magnitude of enhancement caused
by an enhancing intron is not a function of the primary sequence
of the transcribed strand. Instead the data favor a model in which
IME is caused by the presence of signals in the DNA that exert
their effect while the intron is being transcribed.

RESULTS
To test the enhancing ability of intron sequences in reverse ori-
entation, a 184-nt region from the middle of UBQ10 intron 1
was inserted as a BamHI–BglII fragment in either orientation
between both ends of COR15a intron 1 (Figure 1). The COR15a
sequences were maintained in their natural orientation to pro-
mote efficient splicing even when the sequences between them
were inverted. To confirm that any effect on expression is due
to the inserted sequences, a control intron composed of just the
COR15a ends also was constructed. These introns will be referred
to as CO > UB > CO, CO < UB < CO, and COΔCO, with CO and
UB denoting sequences derived from the COR15a and UBQ10
introns, the Δ representing the sequences deleted from the mid-
dle of the COR15a intron, and > and < indicating natural and
reverse orientations of the UBQ10 sequences respectively. Each
intron was placed at the same location in a reporter gene con-
sisting of a translational fusion between the Arabidopsis TRP1
gene (At5g17990) and the Escherichia coli uidA (GUS) gene, which
encodes a β-glucuronidase. Genomic DNA blots were used to iden-
tify at least two single-copy transgenic Arabidopsis lines for each
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construct. Transgene expression in homozygous plants was mea-
sured by enzyme assay and RNA gel blots and is presented as the
amount relative to the intronless control pAR281 (Rose and Beli-
akoff, 2000). Splicing efficiency was estimated by RT-PCR using
primers that flank the intron. The mature mRNAs in all lines will
be identical if the introns are correctly spliced.

As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, the CO > UB > CO intron
stimulates TRP1:GUS mRNA accumulation 7.5 ± 0.8-fold relative
to the intronless control. The UBQ10 sequences that are present
in the CO > UB > CO intron are composed of two regions that
were each previously shown to stimulate mRNA accumulation
approximately fourfold (Rose et al., 2008), illustrating the addi-
tive nature of their effects. The increased expression must be
due to the UBQ10 sequences in the hybrid intron because the
COΔCO intron has virtually no effect on mRNA accumulation
(Table 1; Figure 2A), consistent with previous findings that the
entire COR15a intron increases mRNA accumulation less than
twofold (Rose et al., 2008). The effect of the CO < UB < CO
intron on mRNA accumulation (7.2 ± 1.2-fold) was indistinguish-
able from that of the CO > UB > CO intron, indicating that the
UBQ10 sequences increased expression to the same degree regard-
less of orientation. Both hybrid introns were efficiently spliced, as
RT-PCR product from unspliced TRP1:GUS mRNA in these lines
was not detected (Figure 2C).

One possible explanation for the ability of the CO < UB < CO
intron to stimulate expression is that the UBQ10 intron fragment

FIGURE 1 | Structure of hybrid introns. Thick lines, thin lines, and the
hatched box represent sequences from UBQ10 intron 1, COR15a intron 1,
and ATPK1 intron 1 respectively. The letters above vertical lines show the
positions of restriction sites for Pst I (P), BamHI (B), Bcl I (C), and Bgl II (G),
while unmarked lines indicate fusions between BamHI and Bgl II
compatible ends.

used may fortuitously contain sequences that contain IME signals
on the opposite strand. To test the possibility that the UBQ10
sequences are unique in their ability to stimulate expression when
reversed, a 202-nt fragment of the ATPK1 first intron was inserted
between the COR15a intron ends to make the hybrid introns
CO > AT > CO and CO < AT < CO. The increase in mRNA accu-
mulation caused by the CO < AT < CO hybrid intron was slightly
less than that caused by the CO > AT > CO intron (3.3 ± 0.6-
and 5.0 ± 0.9-fold, respectively, Figure 2A and Table 1), although

FIGURE 2 | Analysis ofTRP1:GUS transgenic lines. (A) RNA gel blot of
total RNA from lines transgenic for TRP1:GUS fusions containing the
indicated intron, probed with GUS and a loading control. (B) Genomic DNA
blot digested with Pst I and probed with GUS. (C) RT-PCR analysis of intron
splicing with arrows indicating the predicted positions of products derived
from spliced and unspliced mRNA as determined by amplification of
genomic DNA with the same primers. The asterisk marks a non-specific
amplification product. The blots in (A–C) are vertically aligned so that lanes
in the same position in each of the three panels are from the same
independent transgenic line.

Table 1 |The effect of different introns onTRP1:GUS expression.

Intron Fold increase in

enzyme activity

Fold increase in

mRNA accumulation

COΔCO 1.9 ± 0.7, n = 8 1.4 ± 0.3, n = 10

CO > UB > CO 17.6 ± 2.8, n = 16 7.5 ± 0.8, n = 19

CO < UB < CO 15.2 ± 2.6, n = 8 7.2 ± 1.2, n = 11

CO >AT > CO 10.6 ± 1.7, n = 14 5.0 ± 0.9, n = 15

CO <AT < CO 4.7 ± 0.8, n = 4 3.3 ± 0.6, n = 6

At1g66080 11.9 ± 4.1, n = 8 5.7 ± 1.8, n = 11

The steady state levels of GUS enzyme activity and GUS mRNA accumulation

in lines containing a single-copy TRP1:GUS fusion with the indicated intron are

shown as mean ± SD relative to the intronless control.
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both stimulated expression by more than did the COΔCO control
intron. The reduced enhancement relative to the CO > UB > CO
and CO < UB < CO introns was not due to splicing problems as
both the CO > AT > CO and CO < AT < CO introns were effi-
ciently spliced (Figure 2C). Therefore, the ability to stimulate
expression in either orientation was not limited to the UBQ10
intron sequences tested.

While the sequences involved in IME remain unknown, there
is a strong correlation between the ability of an intron to stim-
ulate expression and its score from the IMEter algorithm, and
this can be used to predict which introns will stimulate expres-
sion (Rose et al., 2008). IMEter scores express the degree to which
the oligomer composition of an individual sequence resembles
that of all promoter-proximal introns. A revised version (IMEter
2.0) weights sequences based on their distance from the start of
the intron and counts only those oligomers that make a positive
contribution to IMEter score (Parra et al., 2011).

The observation that intron sequences can increase expression
in either orientation suggests that introns that have a high IME-
ter score on their non-transcribed strand might also stimulate
expression. To test this, the IMEter scores for both strands of
30,330 Arabidopsis introns were calculated. Approximately two-
thirds (20,411) of the transcribed intron sequences had a negative
score, and approximately 5% of these (1050) represented instances
where the corresponding sequence from the reverse strand had a
positive IMEter score. We chose the first intron from the At1g66080
gene for further study because it has the highest IMEter score on
its reverse strand of all 20,411 introns with negative scores on the
transcribed strand. This intron would not be expected to affect
expression on the basis of its low IMEter score (−3) in the normal
orientation, but its reverse complement has a very high IMEter
score (35) that would predict enhancement (IMEter 2.0 scores
are 2.9 and 30 respectively). This entire intron was inserted in
its natural orientation into the TRP1:GUS reporter gene, whose
expression and splicing efficiency was measured in single-copy
transgenic plants as above. This intron increased mRNA accumu-
lation 5.7 ± 1.8-fold relative to the intronless control (Figure 2). A
small amount of RT-PCR product derived from unspliced mRNA
was detected that constitutes approximately 5% of all RT-PCR
products (Figure 2C), indicating that splicing is nearly complete.
The stimulation caused by this intron was much more consis-
tent with the IMEter score of the reverse complement than that
of the natural intron. This increase in expression was substan-
tially higher than that from any of the other six introns previously
tested that have negative IMEter scores on both strands, none of
which increases mRNA accumulation more than twofold (Rose
et al., 2008). This suggests that high IMEter scores on either strand
can be used to identify introns that are capable of stimulating
expression.

To determine if considering the sequence of both strands can
improve the performance of the IMEter, 1080 permutations of the
IMEter and IMEter 2.0 were tested with different settings for the
variable parameters of oligomer size, the distance values for assign-
ing introns as promoter-proximal or distal, and whether or not the
sequence of the reverse complement was included in the calcula-
tions. Performance was evaluated as the R2 value of the best fit line
comparing IMEter scores with the measured effect on TRP1:GUS

Table 2 | A sample comparison of IMEter performance with and

without minus strand sequence.

K -mer size Plus strand only Both strands

2 0.6686 0.7641

3 0.7181 0.7607

4 0.7246 0.7459

5 0.7238 0.7364

6 0.7064 0.7061

7 0.6876 0.6884

IMEter 1.0 scores were calculated with thresholds for proximal and distal introns

set at 200 and 400 nt from the start of transcription respectively. Performance is

measured by the R2 value of the best fit line comparing IMEter scores to the mea-

sured effect onTRP1:GUS mRNA accumulation for all fifteen Arabidopsis introns

for which quantitative data from single-copy transgenic lines are available.

mRNA accumulation of all 15 wild-type Arabidopsis introns for
which data are available. All but one of the 25 parameter sets that
give the highest R2 values utilize the sequence of the reverse com-
plement, as do 48 of the top 50 and 88 of the top 100 parameter
sets. There are cases where using intron sequences from the plus
strand alone yielded better performance than using both strands.
For example, of the 45 possible combinations of thresholds tested,
9 gave better IMEter performance using plus strand only when the
K -mer size was 4 or 5, although using both strands gave better
performance in all cases when the K -mer size is 3. An example of
the difference in performance is presented in Table 2. As was seen
with other parameter sets, the benefit of using both strands as well
as overall performance declined at larger K -mer sizes. The corre-
lation between IMEter scores and the known effects on expression
of numerous introns further supports the idea that the signals
involved in IME can be found on both strands of intronic DNA.

Even though the primary sequence of the transcribed strand
changes substantially when the orientation of an intron is reversed,
it is possible that important features of RNA sequence or sec-
ondary structure with relevance to IME could be preserved. For
example, IME could be caused by factors that bind to palindromic
sequences or stem loop structures in the RNA that would also
be present when the reverse complement of an intron is tran-
scribed. Potential secondary structures and palindromic sequences
were sought in individual introns whose effects on expression have
been quantified. In additional genome-wide analyses, introns with
high IMEter scores and thus large predicted effects on expression
were compared to low-scoring and presumably non-stimulating
introns.

Palindromes within individual introns were visualized by cre-
ating dot plots in which every mark indicates the locations of
matches of 5 nt in length between the sequence of an intron
and its reverse complement. The lack of long diagonal lines in
Figure 3 indicates that there are no extensive regions of palin-
dromic sequence in either stimulatory introns such as the UBQ10
or ATPK1 introns or the non-stimulating COR15a intron. To
explore possible connections between palindrome frequency and
effect on expression, a Perl script was written that compares the fre-
quency of short palindromes and IMEter scores of all the introns
in the Arabidopsis genome; palindromes were required to have
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FIGURE 3 | Dot plots of introns. The sequence of each intron (x axis)
compared to its reverse complement (y axis), with dots indicating the
position of each match of 5 nt in length.

pairs of identical sequences of 4–10 nt, separated by 0–5 nt of
any sequence. The 20% of introns in the genome with the high-
est IMEter scores had on average 18.7 palindromes per kilobase,
slightly lower than the 20.7 palindromes per kilobase found in the
20% of introns with the lowest IMEter scores. Thus, the sequences
that contribute to high IMEter scores and possibly cause IME are
unlikely to be simple palindromes.

To test the possibility that stem loop structures could be respon-
sible for the different effects on expression of stimulatory and non-
stimulatory introns, the potential of the UBQ10, COR15a, ATPK1,
and the hybrid introns to form stable secondary structures was
predicted using the RNA fold application of the Vienna package
(Gruber et al., 2008). The overall free energy of the predicted sec-
ondary structure was similar for all introns of a comparable length
and did not correlate with their effect on expression. Reversing the
UBQ10 or ATPK1 sequences in the hybrid introns dramatically
changed their predicted secondary structures (Figure 4). Only
one predicted stem loop in the UBQ10 intron is conserved in
the CO > UB > CO intron, but this structure is absent from the

CO < UB < CO intron predicted structure. Conversely, the only
region of predicted base-pairing that is conserved in either pair
of hybrids is one small stem loop in the CO > UB > CO and
CO < UB < CO introns that is predicted to be unpaired in the
native UBQ10 intron. None of the predicted secondary structures
can account for the observed abilities of these introns to stimulate
expression.

DISCUSSION
The ability of sequences from two separate introns to stimulate
expression remained similar when those sequences were reversed
within the context of a spliced intron. Even though reversibility
is a hallmark of transcriptional enhancer elements, the need for
introns to be within transcribed sequences near the start of tran-
scription and the dispersed nature of the intron sequences capable
of stimulating expression indicate that the intron sequences tested
do not contain conventional enhancer elements. Therefore, IME
must increase gene expression by a mechanism distinct from that
of enhancers.

The ends of the COR15a intron supported efficient splicing
of the hybrid introns even when the UBQ10 or ATPK1 intron
sequences between these ends were inverted and therefore became
more A-rich than typical Arabidopsis introns, whose U-richness
may be important for intron recognition (Goodall and Filipow-
icz, 1989). The intron composed of just the COR15a ends also
was efficiently spliced but had little effect on expression, con-
firming that splicing is not sufficient for IME and that the stim-
ulating effect of the hybrids was entirely due to the UBQ10 or
ATPK1 sequences they contained. The observation that the abil-
ity to increase expression caused by both fragments was preserved
when their orientation was reversed indicates that this charac-
teristic is not unique to a specific intron but more likely is a
general property of IME. The ability of the IMEter to predict the
enhancement caused by the At1g66080 intron, and the increase
in performance of the IMEter when the reverse complements
of introns are considered, provide additional support for the
idea that the signals recognized by the IMEter and presumably
involved in the mechanisms of IME are not limited to the tran-
scribed strand. It will be interesting to test the At1g66080 intron
in reverse orientation as this would add high-scoring sequences to
the transcribed strand that may or may not influence expression
levels.

The possibility that IME is catalyzed by palindromic sequences
or stem loops that might be similar in either orientation was
explored but no plausible candidate structures were found. There
is experimental evidence that many of the secondary structures
predicted using the Vienna package actually exist in RNA (Kertesz
et al., 2010), although the accuracy of the predictions of this
and similar programs remains imperfect. None of the RNA sec-
ondary structures predicted by the Vienna package are conserved
in the UBQ10, CO > UB > CO, and CO < UB < CO introns, nor
in the ATPK1, CO > AT > CO, and CO < AT < CO introns. One
reason that an intron sequence and its reverse complement have
such different predicted secondary structures is that inverting the
sequence changes the nucleotides involved in G:U base pairs into
As and Cs that are unable to pair with each other. There could be
IME-relevant secondary or tertiary nucleic acid structures that are
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FIGURE 4 | Predicted secondary structure of introns. The minimum free energy structure of introns as determined by the Vienna package is shown. Stem
loop structures conserved between introns are highlighted in red and green.

difficult to identify from sequence alone because of their small size
or because they involve multiple dispersed degenerate sequences.

Any model of IME must account for the reversibility of stim-
ulating sequences, and for the observations that the stimulatory
sequences are distributed throughout the intron and are additive
in their effect on expression, at least for the UBQ10 intron. The
reversibility suggests that IME operates at the DNA level. That
is, the structure of intronic DNA or factors associated with the
DNA affect the activity of (and possibly modify) the transcription
machinery as it transcribes the intron, leading to greater produc-
tion of mature mRNA. One explanation for the dispersed nature
and low sequence specificity of stimulating regions is that IME
could depend on the physical properties of the intron, rather
than factors that bind to it. Possible ways in which the DNA in
stimulatory introns could be physically different from the DNA
in exons or non-stimulatory introns include the ease with which
the DNA strands are separated, its propensity to form or resolve
R-loops between newly transcribed intronic RNA and the comple-
mentary DNA strand (Skourti-Stathaki et al., 2011), or its ability
to dissipate the torsional strain generated by transcription of the
helical DNA substrate (Roca, 2011). Any of these characteristics
could influence the movement of the polymerase along a gene.
U-rich sequences, which should have lower melting temperatures
than more GC-rich exons, have been implicated in IME (Clancy
and Hannah, 2002; Rose, 2002), although the correlation between
U-richness and IME in tested introns is weak. The degree to which

intronic DNA is methylated is another feature of DNA structure
with potential implications for gene expression (Laurent et al.,
2010).

Intron-mediated enhancement could be caused by factors that
associate with intronic DNA with a low degree of sequence speci-
ficity. The simplest model would involve an as yet unspecified
protein that binds to weakly conserved sequences in multiple loca-
tions throughout the intron. Such a protein would have to be able
to stimulate the transcription machinery in either orientation, or
bind to short or palindromic sequences, to explain the reversibility.
This hypothetical IME-inducing protein could also be a histone or
some other chromatin component. Nucleosome density is lower
on introns than exons in Arabidopsis and mammals (Schwartz
et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009; Chodavarapu et al., 2010), and
the lack of nucleosomes could aid passage of the transcription
machinery over introns. Trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 4, a
modification associated with active transcription, is only found
within one kilobase downstream of the transcription start site
of Arabidopsis genes (Roudier et al., 2009; Luo and Lam, 2010).
The similarity between this distribution and the intron posi-
tion requirements for IME suggest a possible connection between
introns and gene expression through histone modification. An
influence on chromatin structure may explain why some introns
stimulate expression to a much higher degree as part of a stably
integrated transgene than they do in transient expression assays
(Rollfinke et al., 1998; Plesse et al., 2001).
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Models in which IME operates at the RNA level are more
difficult to reconcile with the results presented here but can-
not be ruled out entirely. While secondary structure predictions
and palindrome finding programs failed to identify obvious RNA
features shared between stimulating introns and their reverse com-
plements, the sequence requirements for IME remain undefined
but cannot be stringent. Key RNA structures could conceivably be
present regardless of the strand transcribed, and these may affect
the polymerase either directly or through interacting factors.

The finding that stimulating intron sequences are equally effec-
tive in both orientations helps to delineate the mechanism of
IME by eliminating models based on unique or asymmetric RNA
sequences. An intriguing hint that the splicing machinery might
not be involved in IME is that IMEter scores are almost as high in
5′-untranslated regions as they are in promoter-proximal introns
(Parra et al., 2011). This suggests that the IME mechanism might
not be limited to introns, and that expression can be stimulated
by the appropriate signals encountered by RNA polymerase II at
any location within the first kilobase after transcription initiates.
Determining the exact nature of those signals and how they work
should substantially advance our understanding of eukaryotic
gene expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
CONSTRUCTION OF HYBRID INTRONS
The modifications to introduce BamHI and BglII restriction
sites (which produce compatible cohesive ends) into the stim-
ulating UBQ10 (At4g05320) intron 1 and the non-stimulating
COR15a (At2g42540) intron 1 are described in Rose et al.
(2008). The ends of each hybrid intron shown in Figure 1
are composed of 49 nt from the 5′ end and 68 nt from the 3′
end of the COR15a intron in their natural orientation. The
189-nt BamHI–BglII region from the middle of the COR15a
intron was either deleted (in the COΔCO intron) or replaced
with either the 184-nt BamHI–BglII fragment from the UBQ10
intron or a 202-nt BamHI–BglII fragment from the middle of
the stimulating ATPK1 (At3g08730) intron. The ATPK1 region
was generated by PCR amplification using the primers ATPK1F
(5′-CCAATAGATCTGAATTATCGAAATTGC) and ATPK1R (5′-
GTCCAGGGATCCTTTTACTAATTGAG), which contain a nat-
ural BglII site and change a single nucleotide (bold) to introduce
a BamHI site (underlined). Both orientations of each insert were
isolated, verified by sequencing, and each intron was inserted as a
Pst I fragment into a TRP1:GUS reporter gene fusion in the binary
vector pEND4K as described (Rose, 2002).

MEASURING EXPRESSION
Each construct was introduced into Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype
Columbia by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation using the
floral dip method (Clough and Bent, 1998). At least 36 lines of
each were screened by segregation analysis and genomic DNA blots
with three different restriction enzymes to determine transgene
copy number. All single-copy lines obtained (between 2 and 7 for
each fusion) were used in at least two separate expression exper-
iments performed with 3-week-old homozygous plants in the T3
generation as described (Rose et al., 2008). The steady state level
of TRP1:GUS mRNA in each line was measured in RNA gel blots

by Storm PhosphorImager quantification (Molecular dynamics,
Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and is expressed relative to that in a line
containing an intronless TRP1:GUS fusion line after correcting for
slight differences in loading with an internal control as described
(Rose, 2004). As previously observed, the expression in single-copy
lines containing the same construct was very consistent, with less
variation between independent lines in the same experiment than
in a single line in different biological replicates. Therefore, every
lane (n ≥ 6) in the blots from lines with the same transgene was
given equal weight in calculating the degree to which a partic-
ular intron increased TRP1:GUS mRNA accumulation. Splicing
efficiency was estimated by reverse transcribing total RNA with
random hexamer primers, PCR amplifying with primers that flank
the intron, and using PhosphorImager to measure band intensities
of the resulting products in gel blots as described (Rose, 2002).

SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Dot plots were prepared using the website http://www.vivo.
colostate.edu/molkit/dnadot/. RNA secondary structure predic-
tions were performed using the Vienna Package (http://rna.tbi.
univie.ac.at/). The Perl script written to search for palindromes
and stem loop structures is available upon request.

THE IMEter ALGORITHM
The IMEter algorithm (Rose et al., 2008) can be summarized as fol-
lows. For each possible subsequence of length K in a test intron, its
observed frequency in introns less than a threshold distance from
the transcription start site is divided by its expected occurrence in
sequence with the average nucleotide composition of all introns
in the genome. The logarithms of the observed/expected ratios are
summed, and the process is repeated using the observed frequen-
cies in introns that are greater than a threshold distance (equal to or
larger than the first threshold) from the start of transcription. The
difference between these two sums is the IMEter score, which is
positive for introns that resemble promoter-proximal introns and
whose magnitude reflects the degree of similarity. A revised ver-
sion (IMEter 2.0) applies a weighting factor based on the distance
of each oligomer from the 5′ end of the test intron, and ignores
observed/expected ratios that have negative logarithms, generating
scores with a lower boundary of 0 (Parra et al., 2011). To include
the opposite strand in IMEter calculations, each K -mer, as well as
its reverse complement, are counted at every position in the intron.
The effectiveness of considering the opposite strand in the IMEter
was evaluated in a total of 1,080 parameter sets, comprising seven
thresholds for promoter-proximal introns (50, 75, 100, 125, 150,
175, 200, 300, or 400 nt), six thresholds for distal introns (100, 200,
300, 400, 500, or 1000 nt), and seven K -mer sizes (2–8 nt) using the
IMEter or IMEter 2.0. Several combinations of large oligomers and
small thresholds for promoter-proximal introns could not be used
because the number of introns that occur very early in the set of
Arabidopsis genes is too small to calculate meaningful frequencies
of large K -mers.
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